EIDEGGER IS a thinker for whom an origin-something different from a beginning-is of the highest import. Aphorisms like Herkunft bleibt... Zukunft ("Origin remains future") point to a philosophical conviction that ultimate reality (Sein) discloses itself within key moments of culture and existence, and that the beginning of a life or of an epoch contains somehow its reality and destiny.
HEIDEGGER'S ORIGINS
Only recently have writings on Martin Heidegger unlocked the complexity and perdurance of his origins, showing that he emerged into a world of original philosophizing from neo-scholasticism and other schools of philosophy flourishing in the early 20th century. In 1978 John Caputo published The Mystical Element in Heidegger's Thought, and in 1983, Heidegger and Aquinas. 5 The first book, on Eckhart, documents not only Heidegger's employment of the 14th-century Dominican mystic (a direction present in his earliest writings) but also offers a convincing reinterpretation of Heidegger as Eckhartian in some fundamental forms; the book on Aquinas describes the attitude of the young student of philosophy and theology towards scholasticism, as well as his interpretation of Aquinas as a thinker within the decline of metaphysics. Richard Schaeffler presents in detail the reception by Roman Catholic thinkers over 50 years of the philosopher's thought, while Bernhard Casper and Bernhard Weite, theologians at Freiburg, offer new information on the years before Husserl and the 1920s.
Catholicism and Metaphysics
Heidegger grew up in the Catholic world of the Black Forest; his father was Mesner: caretaker, sacristan, sexton of Messkirch's parish church of St. Martin. This world Heidegger has sketched in the popular "The Pathway" 6 and in the lesser-known but more explicitly familial and ecclesial "Concerning the Mystery of the Bell Tower."
There was a mysterious fugue in which the Church's feast days, their vigils, the course of the seasons along with the morning, noon, and evening hours of each day came together, so that there was always one ringing going through the young hearts, dreams, prayers, and games ... the tower bestowing that mystery, constantly changing and yet always unrepeatable, up through its last sound into the mountain range of Being.
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From 1903 to 1909 Heidegger was educated by the Jesuits: first at Constance and then at the Berthold Gymnasium in Freiburg in Breisgau. In the summer of 1907 Conrad Groeber, native of Messkirch and future archbishop of Freiburg but at that time pastor in Constance, gave him Franz Brentano's study on the manifold meaning of being according to Aristotle. 8 In this world the young Heidegger conceived the idea of entering the Jesuits to study for the priesthood, but he remained in the novitiate in 1909 for only a few weeks.
To be a Catholic intellectual at this time (and for decades after) meant to live more or less within the atmosphere of the Thomistic and neoscholastic revival which began in Italy in the 1830s and flourished after the 1840s in the German universities of Mainz and Münster (but less so at Tübingen and Freiburg). This revival assumed in 1879 a new and world-wide impetus with Leo XIIFs encyclical Aeterni Patris. As Caputo observes, "Heidegger's relationship with scholasticism was never conventional."
9 Heidegger stood apart from the scholastic schools; he was not interested in the argumentative self-assertions of the Thomists, Suarezians, or Scotists. While admitting the utility of philosophical and historical research (which became an innovative part of German neoscholasticism after Heinrich Denifle), he strove not for a historical contextualization of a medieval thinker but for a contemporary interpretation by confronting the medieval text with the current philosophical problems.
For information on the student's life at Freiburg, we can turn to a valuable study by Bernhard Casper. 10 When Heidegger came to Freiburg University in the winter semester of 1909, he enrolled as a theological student in the archdiocesan seminary and remained with theology and some philosophy until the fall of 1911, when he gave up the idea of being a priest and concentrated on philosophy. His course of study, however, was for that time surprising: courses on the OT and NT and on church history complement courses on "theory of religion" and "hermeneutics"; there are few lectures on scholastic theology, although the basic courses in theology of God and moral theology presented neo-scholastic material. This weak scholastic orientation in Heidegger's theology courses mirrors the lack of scholasticism at Freiburg. Weite has documented how little the scholastic monopoly penetrated into this university. F. A. Stauden-maier and then Friedrich Werter (a disciple of J. Ev. Kuhn and Staudenmaier) were professors of dogmatics through the second half of the 19th century. Weite observes that E. Krebs and Carl Braig continued the lineage of Staudenmaier up to the First World War. Where neo-scholasticism was present in Freiburg, it was in men who were nonetheless open to contemporary philosophy, art, and science, men who were never exclusivistic scholastics in the form common after 1914.
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With Heidegger's third semester of theological study, he is the pupil of Carl Braig, who is lecturing on God, creation, and preservation.
The decisive, and therefore ineffable, influence on my later academic career came from two men who should be expressly mentioned here in memory and gratitude; the one was Carl Braig, professor of systematic theology, who was the last in the tradition of the speculative school of Tübingen which gave significance and scope to Catholic theology through its dialogue with Hegel and Schelling While Heidegger set aside scholastic themes in his doctoral dissertation on the theory of judgment, in his second dissertation he turned to a medieval theory of categories. His appreciation of the transcendental dimension in the question of being led him to formulate the issue as the question of the meaning of being. Scotus seems to invite an approach which is more creative than that of the sources of Thomism, one which has a place for both logic and real existence. Caputo observes:
The Scotus book affords us a close-up look at the way Heidegger in fact dealt with medieval Scholasticism. The theory of categories is only implicit in Scotus, Heidegger says. Indeed, he has set it out more clearly and sharply than it was to Scotus himself. But that is only as it should be: for the point is that everything which is said here "belongs to the circle of thought of the philosopher and this alone is decisive"
Heidegger wanted to dialogue with the Scholastic tradition, which meant to shake loose its stoup riches. This is what he means by the illchosen term "destruction" of the Western tradition, an effort which began for Heidegger in the dialogue with Scholasticism.
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The dissertation was written amid thinkers and currents of neo-Kantianism. The issue is the real; the relationship of experience and thought is the point of departure. Both naive realism and idealism exaggerated into psychologism must be surpassed. The future does lie with fundamental philosophy but not with scholasticism; with aspects of experienced life as well as with thinking, with the personal as well as the temporal, but not explicitly with the mystical.
While Heidegger studied the theologians and the mystics of medieval thought, he stayed aloof from the arguments of the schools. Caputo states that the famous medievalist Josef Geyser ignored Heidegger in Freiburg and that the Franciscans neglected to review his book on Scotus. In fact, Franziskanische Studien reviewed it twice; there were other reviews, and Martin Grabmann commented several times on the book, noting that Heidegger had moved the discussion of medieval linguistics and logic "into the spotlight of modern thought . Heidegger's dissertation in its ahistorical approach was in a way typical of neo-scholasticism from 1880 to 1950. He stayed apart from a scholasticism claiming to be timeless and total, but he nonetheless wrote a study on Scotus which was philosophically valuable apart from historical considerations (the text he chose was not by Duns Scotus). In this sense Heidegger's philosophy and its scholastic roots represented the essentialist stream, so strong in some Dominicans and Jesuits, which seriously needed the historical perspective of Grabmann, Gilson, and Chenu to vitalize it. Heidegger's early genius, we can conclude, transcended both neo-scholasticism and neo-Kantianism, and he used both currents as mutual correctives; both were incomplete constructions pointing ahead.
Eckhart and Hegel, and Beyond
Having moved to the University of Cologne, Artur Schneider was succeeded by E. Krebs, who employed the officially qualified Heidegger to teach philosophical courses to the future priests. Heidegger lectured on ancient Greek philosophy, on Parmenides, on Kant's Prolegomena and Fichte's Wissenschaftslehre, on German philosophy in the 19th century, and (with Krebs) on Aristotle.
21 He received from the Kultusministerium at Karlsruhe a commission to hold lectures "in the area of Catholic philosophy." 22 In 1917, however, with the observation that Heidegger was too complicated for beginners, this mandate was given to Josef Geyser, and Heidegger's lectures were intended for the wider university audience. This early philosophical lecturing was interrupted by periods of military service.
Let us interrupt this narrative of Heidegger's relationship to medieval and Catholic neo-scholastic thought from 1907 to 1919 by turning to Heidegger's positive relationship to Meister Eckhart. He was convinced that medieval thought should be understood as a philosophical dynamic where thinking was not constrained by ontology. Its objectivity and interest in intentionality avoided psychologism and subjective idealism and anticipated Husserl, but one must push into medieval literature with its various genres to find what remains lebendiges Leben for our era. Were Heidegger's citations of Eckhart only gestures of a youthful enthusiasm? Caputo takes us through Sein und Zeit and other works to show that for both men human existence is a place of disclosure. There in temporality and process something comes to pass which is both greater than and constitutive of the human person. Eckhart coined the word Gelassenheit to describe the stance in the midst of the divine birth of the word; Heidegger's work of that title gives a phenomenology of the human person before the event of Being. "Letting-be" is more than an attitude of will. While Heidegger applies the Eckhartian phrase to thinking, Eckhart concentrated upon the deepest orientations of the grace-converted will.
In 1949, to help Messkirch celebrate an anniversary, Heidegger composed his meditation "The Pathway." Set in his boyhood town and its Black Forest environs, the pathways of the thinker's life and of his homeland crisscross through a past and present marked by two world wars.
... Whether a harvesting wagon sways homeward in the pathway's tracks, whether children are gathering the first flowers at meadow's edge, whether fog for days moves its gloom and burden over the fields-always and everywhere the 24 Ibid. This motif of the unity of the mystical and the speculative in medieval thought is found in the writings around 1920 of Martin Grabmann, who also links such a harmony to the discovery of the Latin texts of Eckhart: "Forschungen zur Geschichte der ältesten deutschen Thomistenschule des Dominikanerordens" (Mittelalterliches Geistesleben 1,392 In his studies on Nietzsche and following the event of Nazism, the overcoming of objectified will loomed large. Accompanying this is the return (the Kehre) to the larger issue of Being. How strange it is to realize that Heidegger's "nihilism" had roots not only in Nietzsche but in Eckhart; for the latter, the godhead beyond the active god, the absolute within the birth of divine words, was such a mysterious Being that it could be named "nothing."
Obviously, Eckhart and Heidegger differ on the reference and content of their thought. Eckhart is concerned with the graced birth of a Son of God in the soul of the detached Christian; Heidegger is describing human existence as the temporal event of Being. Yet, in the self-disclosing laying-bare of Dasein, the philosopher of the 20th century finds not only terms but a formal similarity to Eckhart's detached ontology of the breaking-in of graced birth.
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If the next-to-last paragraph of the dissertation on Scotus was given over to the primal union in medieval thought of philosophy and life represented in scholasticism and mysticism, the final words of that work asserted the same theme to be found in a second, later figure, Hegel.
The philosophy of living spirit, of active love, of reverent interiority of the divine, whose most general points of orientation can only be indicated (particularly a doctrine of categories drawn out from its basic tendencies), stands before the great task of a fundamental study with that system which in depth, richness of experience, and conceptual construction is the greatest system of a historical world view ... one which has assumed into itself all prior, fundamental, philosophical problematics: with Hegel. rather, the insight emerges that living spirit and conceptual construction, the interiority of the divine and the vital system, belong together, not apart. In this direction lies a future filled with novelty, challenge, and richness.
THE "PROTESTANT TURN": TOWARDS SEIN UND ZEIT AND MARBURG
Heidegger had finished his doctoral studies and his Habilitation. Thomas Sheehan sums up how Heidegger sought from Husserl's changing philosophy an approach to reality and being.
From his first semester at the university, Heidegger began reading, with little enough success, Edmund Husserl's Logical Investigations. The reason, he recalls, is that "I expected a decisive aid in the questions· stimulated by Brentano's dissertation," and Husserl, he knew, had been a student of Brentano in Vienna. But the "realist" Husserl of the Logical Investigations (1900-1901) had already begun to give way to the "transcendental" Husserl who would write the Ideas (1913), and from early on, the young Heidegger seems to have understood that whereas phenomenological method might help him to "articulate the whole region of 'Being' in its various models of reality," Husserl's turn toward transcendental subjectivity could only bar the way. 50 "Heidegger und die hermeneutiche Theologie" 481 ff. 51 Pöggeler, Heidegger 14. A. Jäger concludes: "Heidegger's understanding of theology corresponded best to Bultmann's theology of existence" (Gott 78), but he also agrees with Lehmann that "Bultmann's problematic from the very beginning abandons Heidegger's real enterprise" ("Christliche Geschichtserfahrung" 147).
faults of Western theology nor did he concern himself with how faith differs from understanding. The small poetic pieces which Heidegger wrote in the last 20 years of his life are instructive in both form and theme. Usually set in his homeland, occasioned by a local celebration or a personal anniversary, concrete in their evocation of nature and times past, they sketch in a page the great thematic of Being and time. "The breadth of all growing things which rest along the pathway bestows world. In what remains unsaid in their speech is-as Eckhart, the old master of letter and life, says-God, only God." 62 A contemplative expresses in prose-poetry history and human life in the light of experienced times. Being has remained the theme of thought, but that absolute horizon (which faith and theology also ponder, but also not as their object) is not demythologized gods and transcendental sacrality but a realm made intimate by constant gift and bestowal. Heidegger had justified his claim that he had a single task and goal, the cultural lighting process of Being-in-time, but that thinking had its fragments and times.
HEIDEGGER AND THEOLOGY: NEW PERSPECTIVES
Let us distinguish between Heidegger (1) the critic of Western metaphysical Christianity, (2) the provider of a new existential anthropology for a new liberal theology, and (3) the thinker of the historical event of reality. Precisely because of his origins in Catholicism and neo-scholasticism, Heidegger needed to separate his thought from Catholic and Protestant theologies. The numerous studies which myopically focus upon a few texts touching religion fail to distinguish between (1) the critique of theology viewed as Hellenistic metaphysics, (2) the scattered observations on the sphere of the gods and on the holy (neither of which is central to Christian revelation), and (3) the stimulus which Heidegger's path of thinking might give to contemporary theology apart from his own thought on the religious realm. The first framed the dialogue at Marburg between liberal theologians and the newly-famous Heidegger; the second is the topic of many studies over the past 25 years; the third is the concern of these concluding remarks.
Heidegger's return to Being as an event bestowing the realizations of a cultural epoch has considerable import for how theologians view his thought today.
Event As Theological Pattern
Fifty years after Sein und Zeit, Heidegger can still inspire with new insights those who ponder faith and religion. Not religious forms and things but that presence which is called "revelation" or "grace" is central "The Pathway" 89. to Christianity; it is the active presence of the divine in history. Apart from the psychologies of liberalism and the fundamentalisms of an easily miraculous salvation, there is a deep disclosure within people, history, and cultures-ordinary but divine.
Theologians from Troeltsch to Tillich and Rahner agree that the Judeo-Christian tradition is not, ultimately, about Israel or Jesus but about an underlying presence whose unperceived dynamic expresses itself as grace in human lives. Sein is not charts. Heidegger's thinking makes us reflect about expressing transcendent divine action and presence in history, and the thinking of Being casts light on faith's distinct, if not separate, realm. The extent of the kingdom of God is wider than any structure but subjects itself to personality and time. In Roman Catholic traditions, faith perceives grace as nonempirical but real, never fully encompassed by metaphysical categories or by psychologized faith, pointed to not only by dogmas but by human movements or art. The foremost challenge faced by Christian theology today is the discernment of its role in a single world of religions. Religions (and later, periods of Christian thought and life) are particular "mittences" of their ground whose full import always awaits new explorations. Precisely the Incarnation in Christ, rather than being a call for religious surrender, a scandal of particularity, is the paradigm of disclosure: the divine revealed in the concrete.
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A topology of grace perceives and ponders historical incarnationsliturgy, social movements, personal life, varied ministries, and mystical prayer-which continue the provident event. Such a theology removes revelation from the past and from categories of belief or psychology. Fundamental theology is challenged to give a new locus to grace-in-Christ within a long, cosmic, planetary, cultural, and religious history.
To create and to reveal, the divine being must both act and stand back; it must withdraw precisely to influence our subjectivity and temporality, our freedom and search. Concealment, too, is manifestation. "The remaining distinct and apart of Being is Being's very self." 54 
